The COVID-19 pandemic interrupted the conclusion of the self study process:

- The successful Preliminary Visit of the Team Chair took place on October 28, 2019.
- The self study and associated evidence were submitted on time in February 2020, following community review, collaboration on conclusions, document preparation, and evidence inventory curation.
- The Evaluation Team visit scheduled for March 29 - April 1, 2020 was postponed at the request of the Team Chair, due to COVID-19 disruptions. Initially, September 20 – 23, 2020 became the agreed upon date.
- MSCHE subsequently instructed that all fall Team Visits be conducted virtually, and we are in the process of working with the Team Chair to confirm dates and prepare the additional materials stipulated by MSCHE. There is a possibility that the visit could be further postponed until spring.
- Following the eventual Team Visit and receipt of the Team Report, the required Institutional response will be prepared.
- The MSCHE reaccreditation decision will follow at the next regularly-scheduled meeting of the Commission (November, March, or June)